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Adaptive Waveform Learning: A Framework for
Modeling Variability in Neurophysiological Signals
Sebastian Hitziger, Maureen Clerc, Sandrine Saillet, Christian Bénar, and Théodore Papadopoulo
Abstract—When analyzing brain activity such as local field1
potentials (LFP), it is often desired to represent neural events by2
stereotypic waveforms. Due to the non-deterministic nature of3
the neural responses, an adequate waveform estimate typically4
requires to record multiple repetitions of the neural events. It5
is common practice to segment the recorded signal into event-6
related epochs and calculate their average. This approach suffers7
from two major drawbacks: (i) epoching can be problematic,8
especially in the case of overlapping neural events and (ii) vari-9
ability of the neural events across epochs (such as varying onset10
latencies) is not accounted for, which may lead to a distorted11
average.12
In this paper, we propose a novel method called adaptive wave-13
form learning (AWL). It is designed to learn multi-component14
representations of neural events while explicitly capturing and15
compensating for waveform variability, such as changing latencies16
or more general shape variations. Thanks to its generality, it can17
be applied to both epoched (i.e., segmented) and continuous (i.e.,18
non-epoched) signals by making the corresponding specializations19
to the algorithm. We evaluate AWL’s performance and robustness20
to noise on simulated data and demonstrate its empirical util-21
ity on an electrophysiological recording containing intracranial22
epileptiform discharges (epileptic spikes).23
Index Terms—dictionary learning, epileptiform discharges, lo-24
cal field potential (LFP), sparse representations, signal variability,25
single-trial analysis26
I. INTRODUCTION27
WHEN analyzing neurophysiological recordings such28 as local field potentials (LFP), it is common prac-29
tice to average over a large number of experimental trials30
in order to obtain a stereotypic waveform representing the31
neural activity. This approach, however, does not account32
for cross-trial variability of the waveforms, such as varying33
onset latencies or changing shapes, and can thus lead to a34
distorted representation of the neural responses. In addition,35
some information about the trial-specific waveform variations36
might be lost in the average.37
Different methods have been proposed to explicitly account38
for waveform variability. One of the first is Woody’s iterative39
method (1967) [1] which detects different waveform latencies40
in order to calculate realigned averages. However, this method41
assumes identical waveform shapes across the different tri-42
als, which is often not observed in practice. An alternative43
consists in modeling the neural events as multi-component44
waveforms, as done by principal component analysis (PCA)45
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[2] and independent component analysis (ICA) [3]. Especially 46
ICA has proved a valuable tool for separating multi-channel 47
electroencephalogry (EEG) recordings into components rep- 48
resenting different active brain sources by assuming their 49
statistical independence [4], [5]. Multilinear techniques, such 50
as parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC), allow to decompose 51
multi-channel EEG recordings into components with mul- 52
tiple dimensions, such as space, time, and frequency [6]. 53
However, as the techniques described above rely on a linear 54
framework, they require isochronicity of the multi-variate 55
input signal. This is a reasonable assumption if the input 56
components are synchronously acquired signals from different 57
recording channels, but it typically does not hold for different 58
experimental trials. The more recent method, differentially 59
variable component analysis (dVCA), combines features of 60
PCA/ICA and Woody’s method by extending the linear multi- 61
component framework to include latency variability of each 62
waveform component and has been applied to LFP [7] and 63
EEG recordings [8]. 64
Another approach for analyzing brain signals consists in 65
sparse representations calculated by techniques such as match- 66
ing pursuit (MP) [9] or least angle regression (LARS) [10]. 67
These methods allow the detection of features taken from a 68
dictionary, a predefined and often overcomplete set of atoms 69
(i.e., basis waveforms). MP has been applied to EEG data 70
in [11], and extensions have been proposed to specifically 71
address multi-channel [12], [13] and multi-trial [14], [15] 72
data. A drawback of sparse coding techniques is the fact 73
that the optimal dictionary is often unknown a priori and 74
typical choices such as the symmetric Gabor wavelets [14] 75
may not well represent the neural events. A remedy consists 76
in learning the dictionary directly from the data [16], a popular 77
technique especially in the image processing community [17], 78
[18]. Dictionary learning has furthermore been extended to 79
translation-invariant settings [19], allowing to explicitly ac- 80
count for variable latencies of neural events [20]–[22]. 81
In many neurophysiological applications, it is common 82
practice to segment a long continuous recording into event- 83
related epochs in a preprocessing step to facilitate further 84
analysis. However, this epoching step can be problematic if 85
the latencies of the neural events are not exactly known a 86
priori. In addition, in the case of overlapping neural events, 87
epoching may lead to significant errors. Optimally, a method 88
should thus be capable of processing the recording as a whole, 89
which requires a model that allows repetitions of the neural 90
events at different latencies. 91
In this work, we introduce a new framework, called adap- 92
tive waveform learning (AWL), to learn single- or multi- 93
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component neural representations from single-channel record-94
ings. The novelty of AWL is the explicit modeling of signal95
variability such that each component waveform is subject to96
variations across the neural events. The AWL model is first97
presented and analyzed in a very general framework with98
the possibility to consider arbitrary morphological waveform99
changes. Then, two concrete algorithms, E-AWL and C-AWL,100
are derived from this framework to address the processing101
of both epoched (i.e., segmented) and continuous (i.e., non-102
epoched) recordings, respectively. For these cases, we limit103
the waveform variability to amplitude and latency changes, as104
well as linear temporal scaling (i.e., dilations). Both algorithms105
are designed to progressively learn the different waveforms,106
and their implementations are based on sparse coding and107
dictionary learning techniques.108
The E-AWL algorithm is evaluated on simulated signal109
epochs and compared to ICA and the translation-invariant110
dictionary learning algorithm MoTIF [20]. Finally, E-AWL111
and C-AWL are applied to an LFP recording containing112
epileptiform discharges (spikes), providing interesting insight113
into the spikes’ variability across the dataset.114
II. MODELING THE NEURAL EVENTS115
We start by presenting some commonly used models to116
represent events in neurological recordings, corresponding to117
the methods described above. We then show how these models118
can be generalized in order to cope with different types of119
signal variability, leading to the adaptive waveform learning120
(AWL) model.121
A. Existing models122
Let {xm ≡ xm(t) ∈ RT }Mm=1 denote a set of one-123
dimensional signal epochs (i.e., event-related signal segments)124
from a single recording channel. Woody’s method [1] assumes125
an underlying neural event d ≡ d(t) ∈ RT , which occurs126
across the epochs with variable latencies δm. This leads to127
xm = d(· − δm) + εm, m = 1, . . . ,M, (1)
where we use “·” to denote the (implicit) time argument for128
a compact notation and εm ≡ εm(t) ∈ RT describes noise129
terms. In contrast, PCA [2] and ICA [3] model the neural event130
through multiple waveform components {dk ≡ dk(t)}Kk=1 in131
a linear framework,132
xm =
K∑
k=1
akmdk + εm, (2)
with coefficients akm ∈ R. While PCA maximizes the ex-133
plained variance and imposes orthogonality among the dk,134
ICA assumes statistical independence of the components dk.135
Note that while a full PCA/ICA calculates K = T compo-136
nents, in the applications considered in this paper, we are137
only interested in the first K < T waveform components.138
Combination of models (1) and (2) leads to139
xm =
K∑
k=1
akmdk(· − δm) + εm, (3)
which is the underlying model of dVCA [7]. Note that in the 140
models above, each component waveform dk occurs at most 141
once per epoch xm. In order to include repetitions, we can 142
add another sum over different translations δp corresponding 143
to the time samples in each xm, 144
xm =
K∑
k=1
P∑
p=1
akpmdk(· − δp) + εm. (4)
The set of all KP translated waveforms may be very large 145
and overcomplete if KP > T . Hence, the coefficients akpm 146
should be sparse, i.e., akpm = 0 for most triplets (k, p,m). 147
This sparse model underlies translation-invariant dictionary 148
learning techniques, where the dk are often called kernels or 149
generating functions. The translation-invariant dictionary then 150
contains all shifted versions of these kernels. An example for 151
an application to EEG recordings is reported in [20], where the 152
authors introduce the translation-invariant dictionary learning 153
algorithm MoTIF. 154
B. AWL model 155
The idea of the technique presented in this paper is the 156
efficient modeling of the neural events through a small set 157
of kernels dk which are sufficiently adaptive to capture the 158
variability across signal epochs. For this purpose, we extend 159
model (4) by including dilations (i.e., linear temporal scaling), 160
which can account, for instance, for changing signal durations 161
and varying frequencies. This yields 162
xm =
K∑
k=1
P∑
p=1
Q∑
q=1
akpqm
1
√
γq
dk
(
1
γq
(· − δp)
)
+ εm. (5)
Note that the idea of multi-scale approaches in dictionary 163
learning is not entirely new: in [23], the authors learn dic- 164
tionaries of image patches with blocks of different sizes, and 165
the technique presented in [24] makes use of predefined scale- 166
invariant wavelets. However, in neither approach is the learned 167
dictionary itself scale-invariant. 168
In model (5), every neural event is represented as an 169
instantiation of a kernel dk at a specific temporal location 170
δp and with a specific duration γq and amplitude akpqm. 171
This is illustrated in Fig. 1. In addition to capturing the 172
waveform amplitudes, the coefficients akpqm have a crucial 173
role in selecting the relevant waveforms. That is, each non- 174
zero coefficient akpqm denotes an occurrence of a neural event 175
given through (δp, γq,dk) in an epoch xm. It is therefore 176
essential for the coefficients to be sparse, since we do not 177
expect neural events to occur at every possible time instant 178
(or with every possible dilation parameter). The specific way 179
of imposing this sparsity on the coefficients will be treated in 180
the following sections. 181
We note that model (5), has many unknown parameters 182
(i.e., the kernels dk, their parameters δp, γq , and their variable 183
amplitudes akpqm), which bears the risk of overfitting the 184
problem and makes interpretation difficult. For the applications 185
considered in this paper, we will therefore never address (5) in 186
its full complexity, but instead specialize it to different settings. 187
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Fig. 1: The AWL framework (5) models each neural event in the signals xm as the
instantiation of a kernel dk through a specific latency δp, duration γq , and amplitude
akpqm. Note that a kernel may be used multiple times in the same signal xm to model
repeating events (bottom row).
Model abstraction: Before deriving the concrete algorithms188
to calculate the AWL model parameters, we formulate model189
(5) in an abstract form190
xm =
K∑
k=1
L∑
l=1
aklmφl(dk) + εm, m = 1, . . . ,M, (6)
where the operators φl may represent translations, dilations,191
and their compositions, but can also describe more general192
morphological deformations. Note that the model parameters193
in (6) that need to be learned are only the coefficients aklm194
and the kernels dk, whereas the finite set {φl}Ll=1 is defined195
a priori. As mentioned above, the non-zero coefficients aklm196
thus fulfil the role of selecting the relevant operators φl.197
The abstract model (6) has the advantage that the following198
analysis is not limited to translations and dilations. In fact, we199
will only require the operators φl to be (i) linear1, and (ii)200
invertible (or at least of high rank). As a result, this analysis201
will produce an algorithm template, which may be used202
in future work to implement other morphological waveform203
changes. For example, more general rescaling of the time204
axis, as addressed in dynamic time warping, may be used205
to generalize the translations and dilations.2 In addition to206
its higher generality, formulation (6) is more compact, which207
facilitates the following analysis.208
Note that there is an indeterminacy in (6) due to scaling209
ambiguities. In order to capture the waveforms’ energies210
(i.e., their l2-norms) exclusively by the coefficients aklm, we211
constrain both the operators φl and the kernels dk to be212
normalized, i.e.,213
|||φ||| = 1 with |||φ||| def= max
‖d‖2=1
φ(d) and (7)
‖dk‖2 = 1, (8)
where ‖ · ‖2 denotes the l2-norm. Another indeterminacy con-214
sists in the order of the kernels dk, which will be addressed in215
the hierarchical learning approach at the end of Section III-A.216
1Linearity means that φl
(∑K
k=1
ak dk
)
=
∑K
k=1
ak φl(dk) holds
for any sets of kernels {d1, . . . ,dK} and coefficients {a1, . . . , aK}. In
particular, translations and dilations are linear operations.
2Any temporal rescaling can be represented by a linear operator φ.
III. MINIMIZATION PROBLEM AND PROPOSED 217
ALGORITHMS 218
Based on model (6), we formulate a minimization problem 219
in order to learn the kernels dk, as well as their instantiations 220
in the data, given through the coefficient vector a ≡ {aklm} 221
and the selected operators φl. For this purpose, we first remain 222
in a general setting, resulting in a template algorithm which 223
will then be implemented for an epoched signal setting (E- 224
AWL) and a continuous (i.e., non-epoched) setting (C-AWL). 225
A. AWL template algorithm 226
As discussed in the previous section, model (6) is only 227
useful for interpretation if the coefficient vector a ≡ {aklm} 228
is sparse. This sparsity will be induced through the following 229
exclusivity constraint in order to prevent neural events from 230
being detected multiple times by similar instantiated kernels: 231
we impose that an instantiation of a kernel dk may exclude 232
certain other instantiations of dk (or other similar kernels 233
dk′ ) in the same signal xm, which can be expressed as 234
aklm 6= 0 ⇒ ak′l′m = 0 for appropriate index tuples 235
(k, k′, l, l′). In Sections III-B and III-C, we will give concrete 236
implementations of this constraint, which we denote as C(a) 237
throughout this section. Since neural events typically occur 238
with the same polarity within the recordings, it is furthermore 239
reasonable to assume non-negativity of the coefficients a ≥ 0. 240
This reduces the parameter space of the optimization problem, 241
and the following algorithms can ensure this constraint without 242
an increase in computational complexity. 243
AWL problem: First note that the finite set of operators 244
Φ = {φl}Ll=1 is not directly learned, but instead determined a 245
priori, e.g., as the set of permitted translations and dilations. 246
The relevant operators corresponding to the neural events 247
are implicitly selected from this set through the non-zero 248
coefficients aklm. Hence, the unknowns in model (6) are 249
only the coefficient vector a ≡ {aklm} and the kernels dk. 250
Taking into account coefficient sparsity and non-negativity as 251
described above, as well as the normalization of the kernels 252
(8), we formulate the minimization problem 253
min
a,{dk}
M∑
m=1
∥∥∥∥∥xm −
K∑
k=1
L∑
l=1
aklmφl(dk)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
, (9)
s.t. ‖dk‖2 = 1 for all k, (10)
a ≥ 0, (11)
C(a), (12)
Note that in the case of Φ = {id} this problem is similar to the 254
dictionary learning problem [16], where in our case, sparsity 255
is induced through C(a). This non-convex joint optimization 256
problem is often solved through alternating minimization: 257
starting with an initial set {dk}, the coefficients a and the 258
kernels dk are iteratively updated in separate steps. We adapt 259
this alternating framework to account for the operators φl and 260
the constraints (11), (12). 261
Coefficient update: The coefficient update consists in the 262
minimization of (9)–(12) with respect to the coefficients a, 263
while leaving the kernels dk and the operators φl fixed. The 264
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operators φl can thus be eliminated from the cost function by265
applying them to the kernels dk, i.e., by creating the dictionary266
D = {dlk} with atoms dlk
def= φl(dk). Since D is fixed and267
there are no dependencies of the coefficients a across different268
epochs xm, the resulting minimization can be performed269
separately for each xm. Hence, for each m = 1, . . . ,M , we270
have to solve271
argmin
{a··m}
∥∥∥∥∥xm −
K∑
k=1
L∑
l=1
aklmdlk
∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
, (13)
s.t. a ≥ 0, (14)
C(a). (15)
While (13) is an ordinary least squares problem, many choices272
for the exclusity constraint C(a) result in a problem (13)–273
(15) that is non-convex. For its solution, we will make use274
of sparse coding techniques. In particular, we shall focus on275
matching pursuit (MP) [9] and least angle regression shrinkage276
(LARS) [10]. The advantage of MP and LARS is that both277
algorithms iteratively select active atoms (i.e., those with non-278
zero coefficients) that have maximal dot product with the279
data. After each selection step, MP subtracts the contribution280
of the activated atom from the current residual signal and281
performs the following iteration on the updated residual for282
the remaining atoms. In contrast, LARS never fully subtracts283
an atom’s contribution. Instead, it keeps track of all activated284
atoms and can deactivate a selected atom in a later step. While285
in some cases LARS produces better solutions, it also has a286
higher computational complexity.287
As LARS and MP proceed in successive activation steps,288
constraints (14), (15) can easily be ensured: First, we impose289
coefficient non-negativity by selecting only atoms which have290
positive dot product with the data. For LARS, this variant291
is also mentioned in [10]. Second, after each activation of292
some coefficient aklm, we exclude from later selection those293
coefficients ak′l′m which would violate C(a).294
Note that LARS is typically used to solve the Lasso problem295
[25] which includes l1-regularization. In the following Sec-296
tions III-B and III-B we will provide concrete implementations297
for (13)–(15) and will describe how LARS can be used without298
l1-regularization.299
Kernel update: Minimizing (9)–(12) for the kernels dk300
while leaving the coefficients and the operators fixed is a301
convex problem since the constraints (11), (12) only concern302
the coefficients a. We can efficiently solve it through block303
coordinate descent, i.e., by performing loops through the index304
set k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} and minimizing for each dk separately.305
For each k, we thus have to solve306
argmin
dk
M∑
m=1
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥xm −
K∑
k′=1
k′ 6=k
L∑
l=1
ak′lmφl(dk′)−
L∑
l=1
aklmφl(dk)
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
,
(16)
while leaving all dk′ with k′ 6= k fixed. Since we assume307
the operators φl to be linear (cf. Section II-B), we can define308
operators 309
ψk′m
def=
L∑
l=1
ak′lmφl (17)
and rewrite (16) as 310
argmin
dk
M∑
m=1
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥xm −
K∑
k′=1
k′ 6=k
ψk′m(dk′)− ψkm(dk)
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
.
The ψk′m are fixed and known at this point, so we can 311
differentiate the minimization term with respect to dk and 312
write the necessary condition for a minimum. This yields the 313
closed form solution 314
dk ←
(
M∑
m=1
ψtkmψkm
)+( M∑
m=1
ψtkm(rkm)
)
, (18)
with ψtkm denoting the adjoint operators, (·)+ the Moore– 315
Penrose pseudoinverse, and 316
rkm = xm −
K∑
k′=1
k′ 6=k
ak′mψk′m(dk′)
the residual of the signal xm after subtraction of all but 317
kernel dk’s contribution. The kernel update (18) thus describes 318
a generalized average over these residuals, with the adjoint 319
operations ψtkm(rkm) performing realignments. Invertibility 320
and numerical conditioning of the operator
∑
ψtkmψkm are 321
discussed later in the concrete applications. 322
After numerical convergence of the iterative updates (18), 323
which we generally observed already after one cycle through 324
the index set {1, . . . ,K}, the dk are normalized in order to 325
ensure constraint (10). Note that this normalization of the dk 326
requires a corresponding adjustment of the coefficients, which 327
is automatically done in the next coefficient update. 328
Hierarchical learning: Contrary to other dictionary learning 329
applications where dictionaries are typically large, for the 330
applications addressed in this paper, we are interested in 331
learning only a small number K of kernels. This makes 332
it feasible to hierarchically learn representations of growing 333
cardinalities K: First a representation with a single kernel d1 334
is learned. Then, a second kernel d2 is initialized and learning 335
is repeated on the set {d1,d2}. This process is repeated until a 336
maximal representation size Kmax is reached. The advantage 337
of this approach is that we obtain a set of representations with 338
different cardinalities, whose comparison can give interesting 339
insight. In addition, it allows us to determine the optimal 340
representation size K a posteriori whose choice is often a 341
difficult task. We only need to ensure that Kmax is chosen 342
sufficiently large, which may depend on the task and the 343
desired interpretation. For all applications shown in this paper, 344
we found Kmax = 5 to be sufficient. 345
Note that the hierarchical learning approach also provides 346
an ordering of the kernels, where the last kernels are the ones 347
most recently added to the learning process. This avoids the 348
ordering indeterminacy described in Section II-B. 349
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Implementation: The alternating minimization scheme pre-350
sented above provides the bricks for an algorithm solving (9)–351
(12). For a concrete implementation, however, it is necessary to352
make several additional specifications, including (i) the choice353
of the operators φl, (ii) the exact formulation of the exclusivity354
constraint C(a), (iii) the choice between MP and LARS in the355
coefficient update, and (iv) the initialization of the kernels dk.356
The choices for (i)–(iv) should be carefully adapted to the357
specific applications. This is done for two applications in the358
following sections, leading to the algorithms E-AWL and C-359
AWL.360
Algorithm 1 Hierarchical E-AWL
Input: {xm}Mm=1, {δp}Pp=−P , Kmax ∈ N.
1: for K = 1 to Kmax do
2: Initialize dK with white Gaussian noise.
3: loop
4: {akpm} ← COEFF UPDATE({xm}, {δp}, {dk}Kk=1).
5: Drop index p, keeping only the non-zero coefficients
6: akm and their corresponding latencies δkm.
7: if stopping criterion reached: break.
8: {dk} ← KERNEL UPDATE({xm}, {akm}, {δkm}, {dk}).
9: end loop
10: Save representation RK ← ({akm}, {δkm}, {dk})Kk=1.
11: end for
Output: R1, . . . , RKmax .
1: procedure COEFF UPDATE({xm}, {δp}, {dk})
2: Create a dictionary D = {dpk} with d
p
k = dk(· − δp).
3: for m = 1 to M do
4: Solve through LARS-0:
5: {a··m} ← argmin
{a··m}
∥∥∥∥∥xm − K∑k=1 P∑p=−P akpmdpk
∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
,
6: s.t. a ≥ 0 and
7: ∀ k : ‖(ak(−P )m, . . . , akPm)‖0 ≤ 1.
8: end for
9: end procedure, return a
1: procedure KERNEL UPDATE({xm}, {akm}, {δkm}, {dk})
2: for k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} do
3: dk ←
M∑
m=1
akmrkm (·+ δkm),
4: with rkm = xm −
∑
k′ 6=k
ak′m(dk′(· − δkm)).
5: end for
6: for k = 1 to K do
7: dk ← dk(· − δ̄k), with δ̄k =
∑
m
akmδkm∑
m
akm
.
8: dk ← dk/ ‖dk‖2.
9: end for
10: end procedure, return {dk}
B. Epoched AWL361
The general AWL problem (9)–(12) includes the possibility362
of repeating neural events within a single xm by allowing363
several instantiations of each kernel dk. In this section, we364
assume each neural event to occur at most once per signal 365
epoch xm. In addition, we limit the variability to translations 366
about δp ∈ {δ−P , . . . , δP } of the kernels.3 The values for δ−P 367
and δP determine the maximal shifts to the left and right, 368
respectively, and can be used to control the permitted amount 369
of latency variability. The general AWL problem (9)–(12) can 370
now be specialized to 371
min
a,{dk}
 M∑
m=1
∥∥∥∥∥∥xm −
K∑
k=1
P∑
p=−P
akpmdk(· − δp)
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
 (19)
s.t. ‖dk‖2 = 1 for all k, (20)
a ≥ 0, (21)
‖(ak(−P )m, . . . , akPm)‖0 ≤ 1 for all k,m. (22)
Note that the exclusivity constraint C(a) is specified by the 372
l0-constraint (22) which allows at most one instantiation of 373
each kernel dk per epoch xm. 374
Now we can use the alternating minimization scheme from 375
the previous section to derive the concrete hierarchical E-AWL 376
algorithm. Its pseudocode is given in Algorithm 1, followed 377
by the routines COEFF UPDATE and KERNEL UPDATE. In the 378
following, we will discuss this algorithm in detail. 379
Kernel initialization: In order to learn the kernels dk blindly 380
with the least possible bias, we suggest random initialization of 381
the dk with white Gaussian noise. Alternatively, inital kernels 382
can be extracted from the data or calculated in a preprocessing 383
step, e.g., by performing a PCA or ICA. However, note that 384
due to the non-convexity of the problem, this bears the risk of 385
converging to a local minimum close to the initialization. 386
Coefficient update: The minimization of (19)–(22) w.r.t. 387
the coefficients is summarized in the routine COEFF UPDATE, 388
which we solve using a modification of the LARS algorithm 389
denoted as LARS-0. Standard LARS [10] is designed to solve 390
the Lasso problem 391
argmin
{a··m}
∥∥∥∥∥∥xm −
K∑
k=1
P∑
p=−P
akpmd
p
k
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
+ λ‖a‖1,
with λ ≥ 0 denoting a regularization parameter and the l1- 392
norm being defined as ‖a‖1
def=
∑
k,p,m |akpm|. In fact, a 393
special feature of LARS is its ability to calculate the full 394
regularization path, that is, the solution a for any parameter 395
λ ≥ 0. For sufficiently large λ′, this solution is a ≡ 0. 396
When decreasing λ′, certain entries akpm in the solution 397
vector a will successively become active, that is, change 398
from zero to non-zero. However, once activated, an entry 399
may become deactivated again on the further regularization 400
path. In our modification LARS-0, we exclude (reinclude) 401
after each activation (deactivation) all entries akp′m, corre- 402
sponding to translates of the activated (deactivated) kernel, 403
from later activation. This ensures the l0-constraint (line 7 404
in COEFF UPDATE) and is illustrated in Fig. 2. The non- 405
negativity constraint (line 6) is implemented by only activating 406
3This model already proved sufficiently rich for the following epoched
applications, and adding dilation invariance did not provide better results.
Dilation invariance is therefore explicitly studied only in the continuous setting
in Section III-C.
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Fig. 2: The l0-constraint (22) can easily be enforced when performing sparse coding
with the LARS algorithm: After each activation of a kernel (green circle) in one LARS
step, we exclude all other translations of this kernel from later activation (red crosses).
In contrast, if an already active kernel becomes deactivated, its previously excluded
translates become available again for activation.
entries akpm if these become positive, otherwise keeping them407
zero (cf. Section III-A). Since the problem in lines 5–7 of408
COEFF UPDATE does not contain an l1-regularization term,409
we calculate the regularization path until λ = 0. While this410
use of LARS may seem unconventional, it has two important411
advantages: (i) While the unconstrained problem in line 5 of412
COEFF UPDATE could also be solved by an ordinary least413
squares solver, ensuring the additional constraints in lines 6,7414
is non-trivial, but can be conveniently handled in LARS’s reg-415
ularization path. (ii) When considering only the least squares416
problem in line 5, following the LARS path until λ = 0 does417
in fact provide the exact solution, whereas matching pursuit418
(MP) would only calculate an approximation.419
Kernel update: As ensured by constraint (22), there is420
maximally one non-zero coefficient akpm per epoch xm and421
kernel dk. We can thus drop the index p, denoting by akm422
only the non-zero coefficients and by δkm the corresponding423
latencies. The operators ψk′m defined in the previous section424
in (17) thus reduce to425
ψk′m(dk′) = ak′mdk′(· − δk′m).
Since translations are orthogonal operators, we have426
ψtk′mψk′m = a
2
k′m · id, and the update formula (18) further-427
more simplifies to428
dk ←
(
1∑M
m=1 a
2
km
)
M∑
m=1
akmrkm (·+ δkm) , where
rkm = xm −
K∑
k′=1
k′ 6=k
ak′m(dk′(· − δkm)),
resulting in realigned averages of the residual signals rkm.429
Note that the absolute temporal positions of the kernels430
are arbitrary in the sense that we could obtain an equivalent431
representation by slightly shifting a kernel dk and correspond-432
ingly adjusting the detected latencies δkm. In order to lift433
this indeterminacy, we fix the absolute position of each kernel434
through the alignment435
dk ← dk(· − δ̄k), (23)
where436
δ̄k
def=
∑M
m=1 akmδkm∑M
m=1 akm
describes the weighted mean of the previously detected shifts437
δkm. The new position of the kernel dk thus represents438
the mean latency of its instantiations, ensuring that it can439
make optimal use of the permitted latencies {δ−P , . . . , δP }: 440
Suppose, to the contrary, that a kernel dk is shifted to the 441
left in most of its instantiations (resulting, e.g., from random 442
initialization). Then dk would not be able to detect events 443
located on the extreme left, i.e., farther than the maximally 444
allowed shift δ−P . This issue can be improved through the 445
realignment (23). 446
As before, the kernel updates conclude with normalization 447
in order to meet constraint (20). The steps above are summa- 448
rized in the procedure KERNEL UPDATE. 449
Note that the kernel realignment and normalization need 450
to be compensated by making corresponding adjustments to 451
the latencies δkm and the coefficients akm, respectively. This 452
is automatically done in the next coefficient update in Algo- 453
rithm 1, which is why the stopping criterion is placed below 454
the routine COEFF UPDATE rather than KERNEL UPDATE. 455
C. Continuous AWL 456
In many applications, the epoched trials addressed in the 457
previous section result from the segmentation of a continuous 458
signal. Such an epoching step can be problematic, especially 459
if the latencies of the neural events are not exactly known 460
or if their waveforms overlap. Therefore, we now present an 461
approach for directly processing a single continuous signal that 462
contains repetitions of neural events. 463
In the present setting, we will consider both translations 464
and dilations. By making the appropriate specializations to 465
the general AWL problem (9)–(12), we obtain 466
min
a,{dk}
∥∥∥∥∥x− K∑k=1 P∑p=1
Q∑
q=−Q
akpq
1√
γq
dk
(
1
γq
(· − δp)
)∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
(24)
s.t. ‖dk‖2 = 1 for all k, (25)
akpq < ρ⇒ akpq = 0 for all k, p, q, (26)
akpq 6= 0⇒ akp′q′ = 0 if |δp′ − δp| < ∆. (27)
We note that x now denotes a single long signal, whereas the 467
kernels dk are defined on shorter domains. Each translation 468
dk 7→ dk(· − δp) is thus implemented by shifting dk to the 469
time point δp in the signal domain and then zero-padding. 470
Contrary to the previous section where we limited the maximal 471
shifts δ−P and δP , we now include translations {δ1, . . . , δP } 472
over the entire signal x, allowing kernels to be instantiated 473
at any time sample. We use logarithmically spaced dilations 474
γq ∈ {γ−Q, . . . , γQ}, with maximal compression and stretch 475
given by γ−Q and γQ, respectively. 476
Note that we replaced coefficient non-negativity by the 477
stronger constraint (26) with a given threshold ρ > 0. This 478
ensures that events are only detected if the corresponding 479
kernels have sufficiently large correlation with the data. 480
The constraint (27) implements the exclusivity constraint 481
C(a) for this case. It ensures that different instantiations of 482
a kernel do not fully overlap: with l denoting the length of 483
the kernels, the maximally allowed overlap is (l−∆)/l. This 484
overlap limitation is frequently used in translation-invariant 485
dictionary learning (see for instance [19]) and is due to the 486
fact that waveforms which are slightly shifted are similar to 487
themselves, i.e., have high dot product. Without controlling 488
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Algorithm 2 Hierarchical C-AWL
Input: x, {δp}Pp=1, {γq}
Q
q=−Q, 0 < α < 1, Kmax ∈ N.
1: for K = 1 to Kmax do
2: Initialize dK with data segment in x.
3: loop
4: a← COEFF UPDATE(x, {δp}, {γq}, {dk}Kk=1, α).
5: if stopping criterion reached: break.
6: {dk} ← KERNEL UPDATE(x,a, {δp}, {γq}, {dk}).
7: end loop
8: Save representation RK ← (a, {δp}, {γq}, {dk}Kk=1).
9: end for
Output: R1, . . . , RKmax .
1: procedure COEFF UPDATE(x, {δp}, {γq}, {dk}, α)
2: Create D = {dpqk } with d
pq
k =
1√
γq
dk
(
1
γq
(· − δp)
)
.
3: if max
k,p,q
〈dpqk ,x〉 < 0 : set d
pq
k = −d
pq
k , dk = −dk,∀k, p, q.
4: Set λ = α ·max
k,p,q
〈dpqk ,x〉.
5: Initialize a = 0, I = {(k, p, q)}k,p,q, r = x.
6: while I 6= ∅ do
7: (k̄, p̄, q̄)← argmax
(k,p,q)∈I
〈dpqk , r〉.
8: if 〈dp̄q̄
k̄
, r〉 < λ : break.
9: Refine dilation γq̄.
10: ak̄p̄q̄ ← 〈d
p̄q̄
k̄
, r〉.
11: r← r− ak̄p̄q̄d
p̄q̄
k̄
.
12: I ← I \ {(k̄, p, q); |δp̄ − δp| < ∆, −Q ≤ q ≤ Q},
13: end while
14: end procedure, return a (and {dk} if sign changed, line 3)
1: procedure KERNEL UPDATE(x,a, {δp}, {γq}, {dk})
2: for k = 1 to K do
3: dk ← (ψtkψk)
+ (ψtk(rk)), where
4: rk = x−
∑
k′ 6=k
ak′ψk′(dk′), and
5: ψk′(dk′) =
P∑
p=1
Q∑
q=−Q
ak′pq√
γq
dk′
(
1
γq
(· − δp)
)
.
6: Align dk w.r.t. prominent landmark.
7: dk ← 1√γ̄k dk
(
1
γ̄k
·
)
, where
8: γ̄k =
(
P∏
p=1
Q∏
q=−Q
γ
|akpq|
q
) 1∑
p,q
|akpq|
.
9: dk ← dk/ ‖dk‖2 .
10: end for
11: end procedure, return {dk}
the maximal overlap, a neural event might thus be encoded by489
several slightly shifted versions of the same kernel. This not490
only complicates interpretation, it also makes the following491
algorithm less stable (see kernel updates). In cases where the492
kernels are very similar, such as the spike classes learned493
in Section V-C, we also limit the overlap between different494
kernels by replacing the second index k by k′ in (27).495
Problem (24)–(27) can again be solved by implementing496
the alternate minimization scheme from Section III-A, The497
pseudocode is given in Algorithm 2 and discussed in the498
following paragraphs.499
Kernel initialization: In the continuous case, we generally 500
initialize the kernels with predefined templates. This is nec- 501
essary because the latencies of the neural events are entirely 502
unknown, making their correct detection a more difficult task 503
than in the epoched case. Thus, initializing with Gaussian 504
noise would bear the risk of only detecting random structures 505
in the data. For the processing of the dataset in Section V, we 506
initialized the kernels with epileptiform spikes taken directly 507
from the data. 508
Coefficient update: For a long signal x with high sampling 509
rate, the set of possible latencies {δ1, . . . , δP } is large, making 510
calculation with LARS impractical. In the continuous setting, 511
we thus use MP for the coefficient updates, which we found 512
to yield very good results in the continuous case. This is 513
due to the fact that when processing a long signal, most of 514
the instantiated kernels have mutually non-overlapping support 515
and thus vanishing dot product. In addition, the constraint (27) 516
further limits the overlap between instantiated kernels. Since 517
MP is exact for orthogonal dictionaries, the error commited 518
by MP is thus relatively low in the present setting. 519
Our MP implementation as described in COEFF UPDATE 520
successively searches for atoms dpqk that have maximal dot 521
product with the current data residual and subtracts their 522
contribution. It stops when the dot product of every remaining 523
atom with the data is less than the threshold ρ from (26). To 524
facilitate the choice of ρ, we define it as a fraction 0 < α < 1 525
of the maximal dot product of all atoms dpqk with the signal x. 526
The parameter α should be chosen dependent on the signal- 527
to-noise ratio (SNR), in order to avoid noise fitting. Note 528
that constraint (27) is enforced through the index set I in 529
COEFF UPDATE, which controls the indices of the permitted 530
atoms dpqk . 531
Note that the dilations are more costly to implement than 532
translations (see Section III-D), and directly using a fine res- 533
olution γq+1/γq would be computationally infeasible. Hence, 534
we suggest a multi-resolution approach, initially using a coarse 535
resolution of the set {γ−Q, . . . , γQ}. After each activation of 536
an atom dp̄q̄
k̄
in line 7 of COEFF UPDATE, we then refine the 537
corresponding dilation factor γq̄ (noted in line 9). 538
Kernel update: The kernel update is performed by block 539
coordinate descent as described in Section III-A. Now, the 540
operator ψk′ from (17) is given by 541
ψk′(dk′) =
P∑
p=1
Q∑
q=−Q
ak′pq√
γq
dk′
(
1
γq
(· − δp)
)
,
which defines a convolution with a “stretchable” kernel. The 542
update formula (18) reduces to 543
dk ←
(
ψtkψk
)+ (ψtk(rk)), where
rk = x−
K∑
k′=1
k′ 6=k
ak′ψk′(dk′).
Hence, the kernel updates are given by a sort of deconvolution 544
of the residual signals rk. The conditioning of the operators 545
ψk′ strongly depends on the differences between detected 546
latencies, which can be controlled by the parameter ∆ above. 547
In case of a poor condition number, regularization should be 548
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Fig. 3: K = 3 kernels were defined in order to generate signal epochs (see Fig. 4).
They represent different types of activity of interest in neurological recordings. Note that
neural background activity is not represented by these kernels but is modeled through
pink noise.
considered. However, this did not occur in our experiments,549
as we chose ∆ sufficiently large.550
As in Section III-B, we lift an indeterminacy in the model551
by realigning the kernels. While we previously used the mean552
latency across the different epochs for the realignment, this553
approach is not applicable to the continuous setting where we554
only have one signal x. Instead, we suggest to align kernels555
with respect to a prominent landmark, such as the absolute556
peak of a spike, as done in the following applications.557
In addition, the learned kernels should represent the mean558
duration of their instantiations in the data, in order to make559
optimal use of the permitted dilations {γ−Q, . . . , γQ}, cf.560
comment after (23). Hence, the following rescaling is applied:561
dk ← 1√γ̄k dk
(
1
γ̄k
·
)
,
where γ̄k is the geometric mean of the dilations used in the562
instantiations of dk.563
As before, the kernel update is concluded by normalizing564
each dk. The steps above are summarized in the routine565
KERNEL UPDATE.566
D. Implementation details567
Both LARS and MP are based on the dot products between568
the atoms and the data. In case of translated kernels dk(·−δp),569
this requires the computation of cross-correlations which can570
be efficiently calculated through the fast Fourier transform.571
This efficient calculation allows us to use a resolution δp+1−δp572
equal to the sampling resolution of the signals (both for E-573
AWL and C-AWL).574
Dilations were implemented by resampling the discrete575
signals using linear interpolation; in the downsampling cases,576
we previously applied an anti-aliasing filter. This implemen-577
tation means significantly higher computational costs than578
for translations. In order to still maintain a high resolution579
between different dilations in Φ, we used the multi-resolution580
approach described in the coefficient update in Section III-C.581
Both E-AWL and C-AWL have been implemented in C++582
with MATLAB interface (mex-files). The code for these imple-583
mentations and the following experiments are freely available584
at https://github.com/hitziger/AWL.585
IV. SYNTHETIC EXPERIMENTS586
We use simulated data to evaluate the capability of the E-587
AWL algorithm to identify three kernels from a set of signals588
in the presence of amplitude and latency variability as well589
as noise. The results are compared to those obtained by the590
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Fig. 4: Three randomly chosen trials, generated from the kernels in Fig. 3 according to
the model underlying (19)–(22). Top row: noiseless trials. Middle row: trials plus pink
noise (SNR: 5 dB). Bottom row: trials plus pink noise (SNR: −5 dB). See Section IV-A
for more details.
translation-invariant dictionary learning algorithm MoTIF and 591
independent component analysis (ICA). The performance of 592
C-AWL is demonstrated on real data in the next section. 593
A. Data generation 594
We started by defining K = 3 kernels, representing 5- 595
second long signals with 100 Hz sampling rate. They include 596
both transient and oscillatory waveforms (see Fig. 3). These 597
kernels were used to create 200 signal epochs (or trials) 598
according to the E-AWL model underlying the minimization 599
problem (19)–(22). Amplitudes and latencies were drawn 600
independently for each kernel from Gaussian distributions with 601
respective means 1 and 0, and respective standard deviations 602
σa and σδ specified in the following paragraphs. Negative 603
amplitudes were discarded to ensure constraint (21). We 604
simulated pink noise with a 1/f -shaped power spectrum, 605
which is typical for neural background activity. We varied the 606
standard deviation σε of the noise throughout the simulations, 607
resulting in different signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) defined as 608
20 log(σx/σε) [dB], with σx the standard deviation of the 609
simulated (noiseless) signals. Fig. 4 shows three examples of 610
generated trials with different levels of pink noise. Note that 611
the level of latency jitter σδ here is very low and therefore 612
hardly visible. 613
B. Compared methods 614
The 200 generated signals were processed with MoTIF, 615
ICA, and E-AWL to recover the underlying kernels. In order 616
to be able to compare to the original kernels, we considered 617
the number K to be known a priori. 618
Like hierarchical E-AWL, the translation-invariant MoTIF 619
algorithm [20] proceeds by incrementally learning the different 620
kernels. In each such step, the new kernel to be learned is con- 621
strained to have minimal cross-correlation with all previously 622
learned kernels, to avoid recovering the same kernel multiple 623
times. In contrast to E-AWL, however, the hierarchy in the 624
approach is strict in the sense that after a kernel is calculated, 625
it is not altered anymore while learning the next kernels. This 626
implies a severe drawback of MoTIF: the first learned kernel 627
naturally captures the maximal variance in the data and is 628
therefore susceptible to contain a linear combination of the 629
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original kernels, which cannot be corrected in a later step.630
For the present comparison, we used the original MATLAB631
implementation provided to us by the authors of [20]. In order632
to avoid edge effects, we employed zero-padding at both ends633
of each trial.634
ICA was calculated using the Matlab software package635
FastICA4 described in [26]. As suggested by the authors, we636
performed a PCA prior to the ICA, in order to whiten the data637
and reduce its dimension.638
E-AWL was implemented according to Algorithm 1. We639
used two different initializations to compare their impact on640
the learned kernels: (i) random Gaussian noise and (ii) the641
kernels obtained with ICA. To distinguish these two initializa-642
tions, approach (ii) is denoted as ICA + E-AWL.643
For both MoTIF and E-AWL, we allowed translations644
{δ−P , . . . , δP } ranging from −0.1 to 0.1 seconds, with a645
resolution δp+1 − δp equal to the sampling period (0.01 s).646
C. Kernel distances647
In order to quantify the methods’ performances, we defined648
a distance between the original kernels and the calculated ones.649
For this purpose, let ε̃ first denote the distance between two650
normalized kernels d and d̃, given by651
ε̃(d, d̃) def=
√√√√1−max
t
∣∣∣∣∣∑
τ
d(τ)d̃(τ + t)
∣∣∣∣∣.
This distance generalizes the one proposed in [27] by replacing652
the dot product between kernels by the maximal value of653
their cross-correlation, thus providing for a shift-invariant654
measure (see also [28]). Note that the use of the absolute655
value furthermore yields sign-invariance. Both properties are656
important in the present setting, due to indeterminacies in657
relative latencies and signs of the calculated kernels. Another658
indeterminacy consists in the order of the learned kernels,659
which needs to be accounted for when extending ε̃ to measure660
the distance between kernel sets. For this purpose, let P(K)661
denote the set of permutations of {1, . . . ,K}. For two sets of662
normalized kernels {dk} and {d̃k}, we can now define663
ε({dk}, {d̃k})
def= min
π∈P(K)
1
K
K∑
k=1
ε̃(dk, d̃π(k)) ∈ [0, 1].
(28)
The calculation of ε can thus be described as finding a pairing664
of the kernels {dk} with the {d̃k} such that the average665
distance between all of these pairs is minimal. Note that in666
our applications, the number K of kernels is small, such that667
brute-force minimization over P(K) is a feasible task.668
Due to its invariance properties, ε is only a pseudo-metric669
since the separability axiom does not hold. For more informa-670
tion on dictionary metrics, see for instance [27] .671
D. Quantitative comparisons672
We investigate the effects of varying kernel amplitudes and673
latencies, as well as different noise levels on the performances674
4http://research.ics.aalto.fi/ica/fastica/
of MoTIF, ICA, and E-AWL, measured by the distance 675
ε between calculated and original kernels. The results are 676
shown in Fig. 5 and discussed below. Note that, contrary 677
to MoTIF and E-AWL, ICA does not explicitly account for 678
varying latencies and is typically used to separate events across 679
different recording channels, where latency jitter is only a 680
minor concern. However, we think that comparison to ICA is 681
instructive, as it shows ICA’s tolerance w.r.t. increasing latency 682
jitter. 683
1) Increasing number of kernels: We first measured the 684
methods’ performances for an increasing number of kernels 685
K. For this purpose, we simulated trials with only the first, 686
the first two, and all three kernels shown in Fig. 3. Amplitude 687
and latency variability were fixed to σa = 0.3 and σδ = 0.01, 688
respectively (cf. Section IV-A). Pink noise was added, result- 689
ing in a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 10 dB. As shown in the 690
upper left plot in Fig. 5, all methods succeed well in recovering 691
a single kernel from the trials (low error ε). However, in the 692
case of two and three kernels, only E-AWL shows good results, 693
both for random and ICA initializations. ICA cannot properly 694
separate the different kernels due to the latency jitter. MoTIF 695
performs even worse at separating several kernels, which is 696
due to the strictly hierarchical learning approach described in 697
Section IV-B. In fact, in the presence of several kernels in the 698
data, the first kernel learned by MoTIF is a linear combination 699
of these kernels (see Fig. 6), which cannot be corrected in a 700
later step. 701
2) Varying amplitudes: In order to investigate the effect of 702
varying amplitudes, we simulated signals using all K = 3 703
kernels and setting σδ = 0 (no latency variability). Amplitude 704
variability σa was increased throughout the simulations from 705
0 to 1. Again, the SNR was 10 dB. The resulting errors ε are 706
shown in the upper right panel of Fig. 5. ICA yields very good 707
results for increasing σa. In fact, this case is optimal for ICA, 708
as the amplitudes were drawn independently which allows 709
ICA to separate the kernels. In addition, there is no latency 710
variability to cope with. In contrast, MoTIF cannot make 711
use of the amplitude variability to separate the kernels: even 712
for high σa, the first kernel is learned to maximize the data 713
variance and thus contains a mixture of all original waveforms, 714
which cannot be corrected in a later step (cf. Section IV-B). E- 715
AWL initialized with Gaussian noise improves with increasing 716
σa but does not reach the level of ICA. However, when 717
initialized directly with the ICA components, the E-AWL 718
algorithm converges close to this initialization, as it already 719
provides a very good estimate. 720
3) Varying latencies: Throughout the next simulations, 721
latency variability σδ was increased from 0 to 5 seconds, and 722
SNR was kept at 10 dB. In order to allow for the detection 723
of the largely shifted kernels, the length of each trial was ex- 724
tended from 5 to 15 seconds and the permitted translations for 725
MoTIF and E-AWL were increased to ±5 seconds (previously 726
±0.1 seconds). We maintained some amplitude variability 727
(σa = 0.3) to allow ICA to separate the waveforms. The results 728
in the lower left plot of Fig. 5 show that ICA’s initially good 729
performance decreases with latency jitter above σδ = 0.004 730
seconds. Around the same value, the kernel error of E-AWL 731
decreases. In fact, E-AWL does not only compensate for the 732
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Fig. 5: Performances of MoTIF, ICA, and E-AWL in recovering kernels from trials,
measured by the distance ε between original and calculated kernels. Four different
settings where studied (see plot titles). For E-AWL, we initialized with both Gaussian
noise and ICA components (the latter is denoted by ICA + E-AWL, see legend in first
plot). See Section IV-D for a detailed discussion.
varying latencies, but even makes use of them to properly733
separate the kernels. When using ICA initialization, E-AWL734
is susceptible to getting stuck in a local optimum close to this735
initialization, hence the kink in the ICA+E-AWL curve around736
σδ = 0.1. MoTIF slightly improves for large latency jitter,737
which helps it to separate the kernels. However, compared738
to E-AWL the error stays large. In fact, we found that even739
when MoTIF was able to correctly identify the first kernel,740
the second and third learned kernel did not well represent the741
originals. This is due to the minimal correlation constraint742
imposed by MoTIF (cf. Section IV-B), which does not well743
characterize the original kernels.744
4) Varying SNR: Finally, performance for different levels745
of pink noise was studied. The corresponding errors ε for746
increasing SNR are shown in the lower right panel of Fig. 5.747
For low SNRs, ICA shows a slightly more robust performance748
than E-AWL. This results from E-AWL’s greater risk of fitting749
noise due to its variable latency parameter. Above 4 dB,750
however, E-AWL steadily improves contrary to ICA, which751
cannot compensate for the latency variability σδ . E-AWL’s752
difficulty to cope with high levels of pink noise will become753
clearer in the following qualitative comparison. Interestingly,754
for low SNR, E-AWL’s performance does not depend on the755
initialization, which may be due to the fact that the results756
from ICA are of similarly low quality. MoTIF improves only757
minimally for increasing SNR as its error originates mainly758
from its inability to separate the waveforms and not from the759
signal quality.760
E. Qualitative comparison761
For a qualitative comparison, we generated two sets of trials762
with medium amplitude variability (σa = 0.3), small latency763
variability (σδ = 0.01), and pink noise with resulting SNRs of764
5 dB and −5 dB, respectively. Three randomly chosen trials765
are displayed in Fig. 4, the respective rows show original and766
noisy signals (see caption). The kernels recovered with MoTIF,767
ICA, and E-AWL are shown in Fig. 6.768
The left half of Fig. 6 shows the learned kernels in the case769
of high SNR. The first kernel calculated with MoTIF (first770
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Fig. 7: Recording of local field potentials (LFP) in the cortex of a rat. The vertical lines are
epileptiform discharges (spikes), whose density visibly changes throughout the recording.
The maximal negative spike amplitudes decrease towards the end of the recording from
about −700 µV to −400 µV.
row) shows a linear mixture of the true kernels (Fig. 3). Since 771
MoTIF learns the kernels strictly hierarchically, this kernel is 772
not corrected when learning the next kernels. The second and 773
third kernels learned by MoTIF do not strongly resemble the 774
original kernels. ICA correctly learns the first original kernel 775
but produces two versions with different phases, resulting 776
from its incapacity to compensate for the latency jitter. In 777
addition, it is not able to correctly separate the second and 778
third original kernels but instead produces a mixture. E-AWL 779
correctly separates all three waveforms. It does so even when 780
initialized with the suboptimal ICA components (last row). 781
However the third learned kernel shows some small baseline 782
change, resulting from fitting low frequencies of the pink 783
noise. 784
In case of high contamination with pink noise (right half of 785
Fig. 6), MoTIF yields similar results as for high SNR, showing 786
it to be robust against noise. For ICA, the first two kernels are 787
similar to those learned in the high SNR setting. The third 788
kernel, however, seems to capture some low-frequency noise 789
from the pink noise contamination. The kernels learned with 790
E-AWL show strong contaminations with low-frequency noise. 791
E-AWL’s ability to compensate for varying latencies makes it 792
susceptible to fitting the low frequency components in the pink 793
noise. Even when initialized with the ICA kernels, E-AWL still 794
strongly picks up this noise. 795
V. APPLICATIONS TO NEUROLOGICAL SIGNALS 796
In this section, we demonstrate the usefulness of the AWL 797
framework as a data exploration tool capable of producing 798
compact and insightful representations. For this purpose, we 799
apply AWL to a neuroelectrical recording containing epilep- 800
tiform discharges or spikes using two approaches. The first 801
approach requires a prior segmentation step to produce a set 802
of short signal epochs which are then processed with E-AWL. 803
Such an epoched approach is frequently used in neurological 804
signal processing and allows us to compare to other methods 805
that require multiple input signals, such as ICA and MoTIF. 806
Finally, we demonstrate how the single, continuous (i.e., non- 807
epoched) recording can be directly processed with C-AWL and 808
illustrate the complementary benefits of this second approach. 809
A. Data acquisition 810
In an animal model of epilepsy, an electrode was placed 811
in the cortex of a Wistar-Han rat for measuring local field 812
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Fig. 8: The first seven plots show sample epochs from the 169 epoched data segments
(original order in data maintained). The average over all 169 epochs is plotted in the
bottom right. It is apparent that spikes are changing throughout the dataset, decreasing in
duration and amplitude. Note that for better visualization only 3 seconds of the 10-second
long epochs are shown.
potentials (LFP), i.e., the summed electrical activity of a813
neural assembly. The recording, sampled at 1250 Hz, lasted814
approximately one hour, see Fig. 7. Prior to the recording,815
an inhibition blocker (bicuculline) had been injected into the816
cortex to provoke epileptiform discharges. This data acqui-817
sition was performed simultaneously with other multi-modal818
recordings and the full experimental protocol can be found in819
[29].820
As can be seen in Fig. 7, the spiking activity changed821
throughout the recording, with periods of high and low spiking822
densities and different spike amplitudes. However, the exact823
spike shapes and their evolution across the dataset cannot be824
directly seen in this plot. Therefore, the goal of the following825
analysis was to obtain a compact representation of this LFP826
dataset, which could provide insight into the spike shapes827
as well as their variable parameters, such as amplitudes,828
durations, and spiking rates.829
B. Epoched processing830
In the first approach to process the LFP signal, 169 spikes831
with at least 10-second inter-spike intervals (peak-to-peak)832
were manually selected and segmented into 10-second time833
windows, centered around the spikes. The time windows were834
chosen relatively large w.r.t. the duration of the spikes in order835
to possibly recover other signal structures in their vicinity. In836
fact, the identification of an oscillatory artefact as shown in837
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Fig. 9: Kernels learned with E-AWL from 169 spike epochs (Fig. 8). Each of the first five
rows corresponds to one set of normalized kernels obtained in the hierarchical learning
approach. Note that only the central 3 seconds of the 10-second long kernels are shown.
The two bottom rows show the representations learned non-hierarchically, using white
Gaussian and ICA initialization, respectively. The last column shows the coefficients of
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across epochs. Note that these distributions are shifted 0.5 seconds to the right for better
visualization, avoiding overlaps with the spikes.
the following paragraphs would not have been possible on 838
short epochs. Fig. 8 shows seven sample epochs, as well as 839
the average over all 169 epochs. 840
Processing with E-AWL: Hierarchical E-AWL (Algo- 841
rithm 1) was used to learn kernel representations of increasing 842
cardinalities K = 1, . . . , 5. In order to enable blind learning of 843
interesting signal structures, we initialized each newly added 844
kernel with Gaussian noise. We compared this hierarchical 845
approach to the direct learning of the K = 5 kernels. In order 846
to allow E-AWL to identify waveforms with large jitter or 847
phase variability, we used translations {δ−P , . . . , δP } from −2 848
to 2 seconds. 849
For each K = 1, . . . , 5, the corresponding kernel represen- 850
tation of hierarchical E-AWL is shown in the first five rows 851
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of Fig. 9 and consists of the K kernels (black signals), their852
latency distributions (red curves below the kernels), and their853
coefficients across the epochs (grey values in the last column,854
see caption). The two bottom rows show the representations855
learned with non-hierarchical approaches, where the kernels856
were initialized with Gaussian noise and with ICA, respec-857
tively. Note that only 3 seconds of the 10-second long kernels858
are shown as the remainders of the kernels did not contain any859
interesting information.860
For K = 1, the resulting kernel is simply a weighted861
average across epochs and resembles the average spike shown862
in Fig. 8. In fact, since the prior manual epoching step863
accurately aligned spikes across epochs, this kernel’s latency864
changes were negligible, as reflected by the sharply peaked865
latency distribution. Adding a second kernel results in two866
spike components (second row). Only after learning the third867
kernel does an entirely new, oscillatory waveform appear.868
These oscillations were later identified to be an artefact from869
the recording device. With the fourth and fifth learned kernels,870
the spike is further refined into different components. While871
all kernels representing spike components almost always have872
zero latency, the oscillatory kernel takes different latencies873
mainly in a range of about 1 second, corresponding to its874
period. This dispersed latency distribution indicates the inde-875
pendence of the waveform’s phase w.r.t. the positions of the876
spikes.877
Comparing the last three rows of Fig. 9 shows that the878
kernels produced by E-AWL differ depending on the learn-879
ing approach (hierarchical vs. non-hierarchical) and the used880
initialization (random vs. ICA). However, the results are881
qualitatively similar, each containing four spike components882
and one periodic waveform.883
The learned kernel coefficients (last column of Fig. 9)884
provide insight into the evolution of the spikes across the885
recording. For K = 1, the coefficient profile shows decreasing886
energy across the epochs. Interestingly, for K = 2, the887
coefficients of the second learned spike component (second888
row) only take non-zero values after the first 60 epochs,889
indicating a sudden change in the spike shape. For K > 2,890
the coefficient profiles reveal even more detailed structural891
information about the spike’s evolution. These profiles may892
be taken as an indicator for the optimal number of kernels893
to be learned: while the profiles for K < 4 look relatively894
smooth, we see more frequent changes in the coefficients for895
K = 5, possibly indicating a slight overfitting. Note that the896
coefficients of the oscillatory kernel remain relatively constant897
throughout all epochs, indicating a time-independent periodic898
activity.899
Comparison to MoTIF and ICA: The hierarchical E-AWL900
representation for K = 5 was compared to those produced901
by MoTIF and ICA. For MoTIF the same latency tolerance902
of ±2 seconds was used as in E-AWL. Fig. 10 shows the903
kernels and coefficients learned with MoTIF, ICA, and E-904
AWL, respectively. All three methods appear to produce spike905
components, however, only ICA and E-AWL also recover906
an oscillating waveform. E-AWL produces a more accurate907
representation of this oscillatory signal component: First, it908
captures the oscillations in a single kernel, while ICA rep-909
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E-AWL both recover an oscillatory artefact, only E-AWL clearly separates it from the
spike components and encodes it in a single kernel.
resent the different phases of the oscillations through linear 910
combinations of the differently shifted sinusoidal kernels 4 911
and 5. Second, these sinusoidal functions only capture the 912
fundamental frequency of the oscillations and do not show the 913
distinctive pointy shape of the oscillatory waveform clearly 914
visible in the E-AWL representation. Third, only E-AWL 915
clearly separates the oscillatory waveform from the spike 916
components, while the sinusoidal kernels of ICA contain spike 917
artefacts. 918
Note that the original kernels learned with MoTIF contained 919
the spike components at arbitrary temporal locations, due to 920
the translation-invariance in the approach (we only aligned 921
them here for better visualization). 922
The learned coefficients (last column of Fig. 10) also reveal 923
important differences between the three methods. For MoTIF, 924
we can observe very similar coefficient profiles for most 925
kernels. Only the second kernel shows a very low profile, 926
suggesting that it does not well capture an actual pattern in 927
the data. In fact, the shape of the kernel seems to contain 928
artefacts, possibly resulting from MoTIF’s maximal decorre- 929
lation constraint (cf. Section IV-B). In the case of ICA, the first 930
three kernels are active together in the first half of the epochs. 931
The coefficient profile of E-AWL appears more contrasted and 932
provides a detailed structuring of the epochs. 933
For a quantitative comparison, we calculated the distances ε 934
as defined in (28) between the kernel sets learned with MoTIF, 935
ICA, and the three different E-AWL approaches (hierarchical 936
and random vs. ICA initialization). These distances are visu- 937
alized in the matrix in Fig. 11. The MoTIF kernels have the 938
largest distance to the kernels obtained with the other methods. 939
The smallest distances are found between the different E-AWL 940
approaches. 941
C. Continuous processing 942
The epoched approach above suffers from several draw- 943
backs. First, the manual epoching is time-consuming and 944
would not be feasible for a larger set of recordings. Second, 945
this approach requires spikes to be well isolated, which was 946
only the case for a small subset of spikes in the given data. 947
We now demonstrate how the recording can be processed with 948
C-AWL without prior epoching. 949
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Fig. 11: Distance ε between the kernels learned with MoTIF, ICA, and E-AWL. For
the latter, we used three different approaches: hierarchical and non-hierarchical learning
with both random and ICA initialization of the kernels.
For the kernels, we used 1.5-second long time windows.950
We set the parameter ∆ = 0.2 seconds (cf. Section III-C),951
resulting in a maximal overlap between kernel instantiations952
of 87%. This constraint prevented spikes from being detected953
multiple times. At the same time, ∆ was chosen small enough954
to still allow the detection of spikes in close succession.955
The relative correlation threshold was set to α = 0.1. For956
the presented dataset, which had a high SNR, the small value957
for α allowed us to even detect low-amplitude spikes. In cases958
of lower SNR, α should be chosen larger to avoid noise fitting.959
We applied C-AWL in two different ways to explain the960
spike variability: (1) using a multi-class model with different961
constant kernels dk and (2) using a single-class model with962
one kernel d of adaptive duration. Note that both are special963
cases of the C-AWL model. We found that using different964
kernels and variable duration in a single approach provided965
too many parameters to describe the spike variability and led966
to redundancies in the representation.967
In order to verify the performance of both approaches,968
the spikes were first detected manually (n = 520) and969
their temporal locations were compared to the ones detected970
with C-AWL. Note, however, that the main objective of this971
section is to demonstrate the qualitative advantages of C-AWL972
compared to the epoched approach from Section V-B. For a973
more exhaustive quantitative evaluation we refer the reader974
to Chapter 6 in [30], where C-AWL is compared to template975
matching in terms of detection performance for different noise976
levels.977
1) Multiple kernels of constant durations: We learned hi-978
erarchical representations with K = 1, . . . , 5 kernels using979
Algorithm 2 without dilation-invariance. Here, we only an-980
alyze the representation for K = 5, which is illustrated in981
Fig. 12. The five learned kernels are shown in the upper left982
plot, where they are scaled with the average coefficients of983
their respective occurrences in the data. Note that the time984
window was chosen sufficiently large to learn not only the first985
negative wave but also the slow positive wave following it. We986
can see that the spike classes represented by the kernels differ987
mainly in duration and average amplitude. The plot on the988
right shows the negative waves of the learned kernels plotted989
on top of the respective spikes they represent in the recording.990
Note the sharp kink around 0.03 seconds in the first three991
kernels, which can also be observed in the real spikes and992
gives evidence of the good time resolution properties of C-993
AWL.994
The coefficients of the 518 detected spike occurrences are995
plotted in time across the recording in the middle left of996
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Fig. 12: Spike representation learned with C-AWL using five kernels of constant duration.
Upper left: the five learned kernels. Middle left: spike coefficients plotted in time across
the recording. Lower left: spike coefficients plotted against the temporal distances to
previous spikes, with the dashed line describing the system’s maximal spiking potential.
Right: each learned kernel is plotted on top of the spikes that it represents in the data.
Fig. 12, the colors correspond to the different kernels. We 997
see an overall decrease in spike energy to about one third 998
of the initial energy towards the end of the recording. This 999
is more than the decrease of the spike peaks from about 1000
−700 µV to −400 µV, which we can observe in the original 1001
recording in Fig. 7. This suggests that the decreasing spike 1002
energies result not only from their different amplitudes but 1003
also their different durations. Besides the global decrease, the 1004
coefficient plot shows well-separated clusters corresponding to 1005
the spike classes, which provides an interesting structuring of 1006
the dataset. Around 0, 700, 1250, and 1950 seconds, we can 1007
see clusters of slightly smaller coefficients. These correspond 1008
to the periods of dense spiking activity, which can be directly 1009
observed in the original recording in Fig. 7. 1010
The relationship between the spike coefficients (i.e., their 1011
l2-norms) and the spiking density becomes even clearer from 1012
the lower left of Figure 12, where we plotted each coefficient 1013
against the inter-spike delay w.r.t. the preceding spike (log 1014
scale). We can observe that the coefficients are larger for 1015
longer inter-spike intervals, suggesting that the system requires 1016
some time to regain its full spiking potential after each spike. 1017
In fact, the dashed line clearly shows this maximal spiking 1018
potential as a function of the inter-spike intervals. 1019
Comparison with the manually detected spikes showed that 1020
all 518 spikes were true positives. Only 2 spikes were missed 1021
by the C-AWL algorithm, i.e., 100% precision and 99.6% 1022
recall. 1023
Note that the processing of the recording with C-AWL using 1024
different kernels of constant durations showed to result in a 1025
combined spike detection and clustering algorithm. This is 1026
similar to an approach recently proposed in [31]. However, 1027
the latter algorithm requires the choice of several correlation 1028
and feature thresholds for spike detection, whereas C-AWL 1029
uses only the correlation threshold α. Another advantage of C- 1030
AWL is the possibility to describe the spike variability directly 1031
through a dilation parameter, as demonstrated in the following 1032
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Fig. 13: Spike representation learned with C-AWL using a single kernel with adaptive
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instantiations. Middle left: spike coefficients plotted in time across the recording. Lower
left: dilation factors plotted in time across the recording. Right: the top plot shows
the superposed detected spikes and the learned kernel. The four bottom plots illustrate
samples of detected spikes with corresponding instantiations of the kernel.
paragraph.1033
2) Single kernel with adaptive duration: The previous1034
approach produced spike classes which differed mainly in1035
duration and average amplitude. The following approach is1036
therefore designed to capture the changing duration explicitly1037
through the dilation parameters γq , using only a single kernel1038
d, i.e., setting K = 1 in Algorithm 2. We used the multi-1039
resolution approach (cf. Section III-C) with a total of 7611040
logarithmically sampled dilation parameters γ−Q, . . . , γQ and1041
a maximal relative stretch of γQ/γ−Q = 8, which resulted in1042
a fine resolution of γq+1/γq = 1.0027.1043
The resulting spike representation is shown in Fig. 13.1044
The learned kernel d, scaled with the mean duration and1045
amplitude of its instantiations, is plotted in the upper left.1046
The top of the right plot shows the kernel superposing the1047
detected spikes. Below are some spike samples, superposed1048
by the corresponding instantiations of the kernel d. Thanks to1049
its variable duration and amplitude, these instantiations match1050
most of the spikes very well. Note that similarly to the previous1051
multi-class model, a little kink before the negative peak is1052
visible in the learned kernel.1053
The coefficients and the durations γq of the 518 detected1054
spikes are shown in the middle and lower left, respectively.1055
Both profiles look very similar, indicating that the decrease in1056
spike energy can be explained mostly through the decreasing1057
durations, rather than the smaller decrease in spike amplitudes1058
(cf. Fig. 7).1059
The 518 detected spikes were the same as those detected in1060
the multi-class model, hence the same precision of 100% and1061
recall of 99.6%.1062
VI. CONCLUSION1063
The framework proposed in this paper, adaptive waveform1064
learning (AWL), provides a general neurophysiological signal1065
model as well as two concrete algorithms for processing1066
epoched (E-AWL) and continuous single-channel recordings 1067
(C-AWL). Through the explicit modeling of waveform vari- 1068
ability, AWL is capable of capturing variations across the 1069
recorded neural events, such as different amplitudes, latencies, 1070
and dilations. 1071
The application to recorded local field potentials (LFP) 1072
containing epileptiform discharges showed the capability of 1073
both E-AWL and C-AWL to learn interesting data representa- 1074
tions. In fact, due to their complementary approaches, the two 1075
algorithms provided very different insights into the recording: 1076
Using previously epoched spike segments, E-AWL produced 1077
detailed decompositions of the spikes into several components. 1078
In addition, it revealed a hidden oscillatory artefact in the data. 1079
In turn, C-AWL did not require the time-consuming epoching 1080
step but was able to automatically detect the spikes in the 1081
continuous signal. This gave a more complete representation 1082
of the dataset since C-AWL detected even close spike occur- 1083
rences, which had to be omitted in E-AWL. In summary, E- 1084
AWL proved capable of revealing the patterns constituting 1085
a signal, while C-AWL is better designed to detect given 1086
patterns inside a signal. This suggests a combination of both 1087
methods for a fully automatic pattern recognition methodology 1088
in future works. For all experiments, we were able to use 1089
high resolution across translations and dilations, thanks to an 1090
efficient implementation using the fast Fourier transform and 1091
a multi-resolution approach. 1092
The general AWL framework furthermore allows to im- 1093
plement other types of waveform variability. For instance, 1094
we found that dilations (together with varying amplitudes) 1095
could account for the majority of the spike variability, but 1096
not for all of it. More general temporal rescaling functions 1097
could thus be considered, for example, through the use of 1098
dynamic time warping. Besides the processing of epileptiform 1099
spikes, E-AWL and C-AWL can also be applied to other 1100
neurophysiological signal processing tasks, such as: (i) the 1101
identification of event-related brain potentials (ERPs) across 1102
a set of experimental trials as well as the description of the 1103
inter-trial (or inter-subject) variability with E-AWL and (ii) the 1104
automatic detection of spontaneously occurring neural events 1105
with C-AWL, such as sleep spindles during stage 2 sleep. 1106
As a drawback, we saw that E-AWL’s ability to compensate 1107
for latency variability makes it susceptible to fitting low- 1108
frequency noise components. In cases of strong low-frequency 1109
noise, high-pass filtering, either as a preprocessing step or as a 1110
postprocessing of the learned kernels, could therefore be con- 1111
sidered. The susceptibility to low-frequency noise furthermore 1112
shows that the complexity of the AWL framework (type and 1113
amount of permitted variability, number of kernels, additional 1114
constraints) should be carefully adapted to each application 1115
and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 1116
Currently, AWL is being extended to process multi-channel 1117
recordings (e.g., EEG), based on the observation that different 1118
channels can be treated similarly to the different trials in E- 1119
AWL. However, latencies should only vary across trials, since 1120
neural events typically appear across channels without time 1121
delay. This is similar to the multi-channel extension of dVCA 1122
proposed in [8]. Preliminary work on multi-channel AWL has 1123
recently been presented at the International Conference on 1124
15
Basic and Clinical Multimodal Imaging.1125
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